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-files and.zip-files is it possible to change the line separator in Notepad++ to UNIX and not DOS? A: On Windows, Notepad++
uses Windows-specific OS-defined line separators. On Linux, it uses native line separators. On Windows, line separators are
separated by the carriage return (CR) character (by default, line separators in Windows text files start with CR+LF), while on
Linux the line separator depends on the text encoding (usually ). If you want to convert a Windows-text file with CR+LF line
separators to the Unix-style LF line separators, you can use the standard Linux bash command: $ tr '\r' ' ' your_file_modified

This will convert the current CR+LF-based line separators to the native Linux line separators, i.e. . If you want to convert
CR+LF-based line separators from Windows text files to Unix-style line separators, you can use the standard Windows

command (which converts CR+LF line separators to ): $ convert.exe your_file.txt your_file_modified.txt This will convert the
current CR+LF-based line separators in your Windows text file to the native Unix-style . If you want to convert a Windows-text

file with native line separators to the Unix-style CR+LF line separators, you can use the following bash command: $ sed
-r's/\r(.*)/\1 /g' your_file_modified This command replaces all occurrences of CR+LF (the carriage return and line separator)
with If you want to convert native Unix-style line separators to the native CR+LF line separators on Windows, you can use the
standard Windows command: $ type con > your_file.txt This command will convert all to CR+LF-based line separators. If you
want to convert native Unix-style line separators to the native CR+LF line separators on Windows, you can use the following

Windows command: to CR+LF-based
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